Protect Your Most Valuable Assets

The most valuable assets to an operating company are your operators, vehicles, and cargo. TeMeDa enabled with the SmartWitness camera systems keeps an eye and ear on these assets while also recording crucial evidence from all important on road and off road events. SmartWitness systems are designed to be modular and fit the needs of our customers.

Benefits

- Proven Reduction of Accident Frequency
- Proven Reduction to Loss Ratios
- Improved Driving Behavior
- Increased Fuel Economy
- Defend Against Offensive Driving Allegations
- Mitigation of Whiplash/Personal Injury Claims
- Added Security & Theft Deterrent
- Increased Speed of Claim Resolution

Camera Overview

SmartWitness offers advanced incident cameras with powerful LTE video transmission with built-in tracking. Developed to provide evidence of events leading up to and during a road traffic accident.

- Provides notifications & videos of incidents in less than a minute.
- Features a 720p wide angle HD camera, 3-Axis G-Sensor, Microphone, Two SD card slots, integrated GPS receiver, permanent power cable with optional vehicle input sensors, & a tamper-resistant design.
- An optional 2nd camera (‘plug & play’) can be connected to the main unit for recording the driver, rear of the vehicle, or side view/blindspot.
- Simple Installation
- Remote adjustable event detection limits
- Integrated Panic Button
Capture Road Events to Protect Your Company and Your Drivers

Smart Witness cameras will record exactly what happened before, during and after an incident. It records: Driver’s view of the road, Vehicle Location, Impact Force of Accident, Audio, & Driving Style (speed, acceleration, braking, & steering). Video evidence can protect a driver from many of the issues faced on the roads today: Insurance Fraud, Staged Accidents, False/Exaggerated Whiplash Claims, Conflicting Reports of Actual Events, Driving Offense Allegations (speeding, traffic signal violations, swerving, etc).

Integrates with the TeMeDa App

Camera video, sensors and alerts are fully integrated with the TeMeDa App providing a seamless interface between video and GPS data. Shock Alerts originating from the camera are recognized as events within the TeMeDa system making it easy to select video for a designated event. By following the asset Breadcrumb Trail it is possible to select select a point and view the video stored on the camera’s SD card. With Live Look video can be monitored remotely via live stream in real time giving you a real time view of what the camera is capturing. All of these video features as well as the complete TeMeDa App capabilities are available anywhere, anytime on your mobile device with the TeMeDa Native App.

Current Location, Unauthorized Usage, Theft Recovery

Always know where your assets are located so that you can better plan where it needs to be. Utilize real time alerts if an asset is moved or is operating at a time or place it is not supposed to be. Utilizing GPS you can track and recover an asset in case of theft.

TeMeDa

TeMeDa offers much more that simple asset tracking and video presentation. With the TeMeDa App you can plan, manage and track equipment maintenance, measure actual job costs, determine asset and operator productivity and see idle time.

Single Integrated View of All Assets

The TeMeDa Application allows you to track and capture valuable data from your entire mixed fleet. With one login TeMeDa provides a single unified view off all of your assets: powered & unpowered, on-road & off-road. Enabled by a wide variety of telematics hardware as well as telematics enabled OEM equipment like Cat, Deere, Komatsu, SANY, and Volvo.